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I met Jerry Wintle and his wife Gene 

on the Dean River in 1983. I was a 

little shy about meeting a BC 

steelhead legend.  This was my first 

trip to the Dean and I was up fishing 

the Fir Pool in the early part of the 

trip and I hooked a steelhead but 

before I left I was adjusting backing 

and a new DT fly line on my Hardy 

St. John and after a few attempts 

where I had to remove the line cut 

some backing, put line on I thought 

why am I knotting backing to line 

when I have to remove it to do 

another adjustment. I must have got 

distracted and as this first Dean 

steelhead took out line I soon found 

out that I had forget to knot the 

backing to fly line and I was 

dismayed as my brand new fly line 

slithered through the rod guides and 

into the river. I had another spool 

with sink tip line so I switched over 

to that and carried on fishing. In the 

meantime an hour or so later, Jerry 

was sitting in his camp about ½ mile 

downstream watching the river flow 

by and saw a floating fly line and 

managed to wade out grab it and to his surprise there was a steelhead on the end of the line which he 

landed and released. He gave me my line back but insisted on keeping the Green-butt Black fly that I had 

hooked the fish on.  He paid me a real compliment when he said that the sparsely dressed green-butt 

Black was ideal for floating line fishing. 

I have included words about Jerry in my Thompson River Journal (1994), Fly Patterns of British Columbia 

(1996), Dean River Journal (2000) and Famous British Columbia Fly-Fishing Waters (2002). I the latter 

book I summarized Jerry’s steelheading in The Capilano River chapter. I have included the Wintle 

paragraphs in this post. It was on the Cap where he started his steelhead fishing at the age of 12 in 1942. 

He had just turned 86 in December of 2015. Jerry and Gene were fixtures at Barrett Station on the 

Bulkley in September and I want to thanks some of the other guys for the pictures of Jerry. 



 

A younger Jerry on the Squamish River. Charlie Brumwell likes to tell me the story of Jerry catching 

Squamish winter runs in the spots where gear fishermen stood after they waded downstream 



 

 

Jerry and I enjoying a glass of wine at Barrett Station on the Bulkley. I usually tried to stop by and visit 

the gang here on my way home from my Skeena trip. Jerry and Gene were welcoming hosts. 

 



 



 


